
Servant Resonance 
 

Instructions given oh so long ago 

To a talmidim our LORD did love so 

Revealed that only servants like him could understand 

The great Revelation from our LORD to man 

 

What means this is the question that we ask 

Who are the servants and what is the task 

To begin we were told to shema and believe 

The prerequisite before we can receive 

 

Before anything - was revealed the path of the people 

Oh how we did see the years and church steeple 

Traveling a path defined millennia before 

Until finally our LORD shall have it no more 

 

Then and only then when the cup is up to the brim 

Then and only then shall latter signs and judgment begin 

Kicked off of course by a trumpet voice - a blast 

Revealing the power - present, future and past 

 

Then new resonance - new song did commence 

24 Beloveds with their harps, prayers and incense 

Prayers of the saints - crying worthy is our LORD 

Only YESHUAH - from ABBA given special chord 

 

 



Servant Resonance 
 

Again resonance - commanding look this way and see 

The coming of the riders and horses that shall be 

And we know that they ride - when the event is marked and doth shake 

The wrath of YESHUAH makes the Earth quiver and quake 

 

Yet mercy in the midst of judgment yet again 

Oh such mercy from the throne until the end 

Comes the seal for the Beloveds - those anointed 

For these days - such times are appointed 

 

Then the seal of judgment - resonance it doth cease 

Silence in Heaven - for Earth no more peace 

For trumpets and horns doth blast out resonance 

Bringing pain and anguish upon an Earth without repentance 

 

Oh whoring mankind - bitter water test did fail 

Infidelity to the Husband - as creation it doth pail 

Defiling land and water - with thy lumination thou doth make 

Look at what's been done - to ocean, rivers and the lakes 

 

But sleep it doth continue - as in the days of Noah 

Pundits looking hard - for a modern day Krakatoa 

But still the days proceed - and the prophecy it doth flow 

Truth be only revealed - to servants HE will show 

 

 



Servant Resonance 
 

Resonance to Resonance - sounded is the chord 

Get ready people of Earth - coming is our LORD 

Further things be along - judgment be on the way 

Soon so many shall be wailing - crying out oy vey 

 

Rise up knowing servants - doth no one hear the call 

The great and wondrous surge - coming before the fall 

Sealed ones must be ready - there must be more than one 

Rise up Beloved sealed ones - tell them where to run 

 

Time to prophesy again - yes many they shall hear 

Little book has been eaten - time to get in gear 

Resonance so sweet - honey on the tongue 

Bitter resonance of message - the Earth will surely plunge 

 

Oh resonate so lovely - Beloveds speak of love 

Warning and the mercy - coming from G_D above 

Oh elect return - repent and to YESHUAH run 

Too late to escape the judgment - but find mercy in the Son 

 

G_D doth speak to servants - a special resonance 

All things do line up - nothing left to chance 

Where be dreams and visions - signs up in the Heaven 

Who doth listen now - for the resonance of the seven 
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Listen and obey - to the prophecies in the Book 

Listen for messages from those - allowed to take a look 

G_D told us long before - what would happen in these days 

Revelation 12 be coming - who can know G_D's ways 

 


